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 Individuals young and old find themselves day in and day out wondering why – why is it so cold 

outside; why is it called toast; why should I read this book? Adam Rex takes this most common every day 

query and casts it in the role of superhero in this humorous jaunt around a shopping mall. Where 

Superman has his kryptonite, it turns out Doctor X-Ray only needs to be relentlessly prodded by a single 

question to be defeated. 

 Armed with rocket boots and an X-Ray blaster whose powers are undefined, Doctor X-Ray 

smashes into the unsuspecting mall, causing panicked shoppers to scatter. All except one small child 

armed with a stuffed bear and a curious mind. She challenges Doctor X-Ray at every turn, pressing him 

to answer why – why is it his destiny to rule the world; why did he open a yarn shop; etc. The 

illustrations first present this young girl as wide-eyed and inquisitive but by the third iteration of her 

repetitive questioning, it would seem her destiny is to follow the powerful doctor around the mall, 

prying deeper into the doctor’s psyche. As the doctor talks about a meteor landing on his carport, the 

little girl is shown reading a magazine. Is she even interested in this hero vs. villain battle or does she 

already know that she is the ultimate victor in this faceoff? 

 The doctor feels misunderstood and unloved by his own father because he chose not to follow 

the family career path of legitimate medicine. He is going to make his father proud by taking over the 

world and possibly convincing everyone to take up knitting – there will be success for that yarn store 

yet! But this small child he didn’t expect to encounter on this day in this place, she has challenged his 

mission. “Everyone’s battling something and everyone wants to win.” The doctor could take over the 

world and bring knitting to the masses, but why? As the doctor leaves through the same roof he crashed 

through in the beginning, the young girl’s mother comes running to her, asking why she keeps 

wandering off. With all the cheekiness a small child can muster, the girl winks at the reader and utters a 

new word, “Because.” One can easily imagine the book closing with a close-up on the girl’s winking face 

that then transitions into an iris wipe where the screen’s circle just shrinks to a black screen and the 

credits roll. 

 Claire Keane’s illustrations simultaneously create a comic book and cinematic vibe as we follow 

the doctor and his young foe on their journey through the mall and the doctor’s tinted childhood 

memories. Using limited dialogue, Rex crafts a tale in which the ultimate message is the how returning 

to state of childlike questioning and curiosity can save us all from our own demons. Some of the 

language may be too much for the intended audience but parents will certainly get a kick out of this 

unexpected superhero epic – especially if their children are entering the dreaded “why” phase. 

 

 



Title:  Riding Sound Waves (#3 in series); Series: The Magnificent Makers 

Author: Theanne Griffith 

Illustrator: Reggie Brown   

Publisher: Random House  

Copyright: 2020 

Ages:  7-10 

Call Number:  Juv Step-up Griffith, Theanne 

 

Summary:  Come and go with me as I discover interesting things about science through friendship and 

adventure with best friends Pablo and Violet along with their classmate, Henry. While viewing a sense of 

smell exhibit on a school field trip at the City Science Museum, Pablo, Violet, and Henry complete a 

riddle to escape to their Maker Maze, which is a magical makerspace. Their guide is scientist, Dr. Crisp 

who issues three different challenges to them. As they complete the challenges, their friendship grows 

and they learn about Henry’s auditory processing disorder, recognize it’s okay to be different and 

differences make us special. Can they work together as a team to solve all challenges before their 120 

Maker minutes is up and get back to the museum before everyone becomes unfrozen?  

Other notes about the book: At the end of Riding Sound Waves, the author includes directions for how 

to make a model eardrum as well as scratch and sniff cards. Please be sure to read other titles such as 

How to Test a Friendship (#1) and Brain Trouble (#2) in the series, The Magnificent Makers. Moreover, 

this is your modern day Magic School Bus in a step-up chapter book. 

 
 
Title: Mananaland 
Author(s): Pam Munoz Ryan 
Publisher: Scholastic Press 
Copyright: 03/03/2020 
Ages: 8 to 12 
Call Number: Juv, Ryan, Pam 
 
Mananaland is set in the mythical Latin country of Santa Maria, a beautiful area filled with rich family 
culture.  When our story begins, 12-year-old Maximiliano Cordoba has two things on his mind -- getting 
new soccer shoes so he can make the local team and finding out exactly why his mother left the family.  
He lives with his father and grandfather who are stonemasons.  When his father refuses to let him 
attend a soccer clinic along with his friends, he feels his world is crumbling.  He also learns he cannot 
even try out for the team without a birth certificate. So Max begins to secretly search for answers to the 
many questions his father has refused to answer. 
 
Since Max was a very young child, his beloved grandfather, Buelo, has told him stories about the 
crumbling tower perched above their town; stories about a mythical gatekeeper who guides lost 
travelers on their journey to find their future; and stories about a magnificent Peregrine Falcon who 
protects the ghosts of the hidden ones.  As the story develops, Max discovers that there is a truth 
behind many of these legends.   
 



Max’s search for Mananaland leads him to discover he has great courage and compassion and that his 
loving and supportive family is responsible for these attributes. 
This is a charming story, appealing to boys and girls ages 8 to 12. 
 

 

 

Title: Donut the Destroyer  

Authors(s)/Illustrator(s): Sarah Graley & Stef Purenins 

Publisher:  Scholastic Inc. 

Copyright: 2020 

Ages: 8-12   

Call Number: Juv Graphic Donut the Destroyer 

 

Donut the Destroyer 

 

“My name is Donut. Middle name: The. Last Name: Destroyer. I’m known around here for my super 

strength and for my family’s LEGACY… I live in a world where most people are blessed with a 

superpower, and they can choose to hone that power for either good or evil. My family has tended to 

stick to one path.”  

 

Donut’s family and long-time friend Ivy are evil and they want her to be also! She is supposed to be 

starting at Skullfire Academy, a school for budding villains, with her best friend Ivy; however, Donut has 

been accepted to Lionheart School for Heroes, and she REALLY wants to go. She knows her parents will 

love her no matter what, but Ivy on the other hand will NOT let it go. If Ivy cannot change Donut’s mind 

about going, she is determined to get her kicked out of the school. Will Donut fit in with her notoriously 

evil parentage? Will Ivy succeed in getting Donut kicked out? Will Donut give in to the pressures of evil? 

Read and find out! 

 

 

 

 

Title: Chernobyl 

Author(s): Todd Kortemeier 

Illustrator(s): N/A 

Publisher:  Abdo Publishing 

Copyright: 2020 

Ages: 9-11 

Call Number: Juv 363.179 K85c 

 

Almost 35 years ago, in 1986, a test in the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant went horribly, horribly 

wrong. One of its four reactors exploded, released a devastating amount of radiation, and forever changed 

the world. This book does a fantastic job of breaking down how a nuclear power plant works, steps that 

led up to the disaster, how it could have all been avoided, and how that disaster has changed safety and 

security measures for all other power plants. It talks about key figures in the USSR and their actions in 

response to the event. There are quotes from survivors and explains what Chernobyl is doing now, as well 



as future plans for the plant. There was even a mention of the Fukushima-Daichi nuclear power plant 

which had a meltdown in 2011 due to an earthquake and tsunami. The long-term effects of that recent 

meltdown are still to be seen.  

This book also includes photos of the plant, key figures, and some of the clean-up efforts, along 

with fast facts and periodical questions to make the reader stop and think about the context. It would 

make a good book to respectfully discuss the disaster and teach about the pros and cons of different 

energy sources. 

 
 

 

Title:  The Unstoppable Garrett Morgan 

Author:  Joan DiCicco 

Illustrator:  Ebony Glenn 

Publisher:  Lee& Low Books Inc.     New York 

Copyright:  2019 

Call Number:  Juv Bio M847.8d 

Ages:  3rd – 5th grade 

 

     The Unstoppable Garrett Morgan is an uplifting story of a man who never let anything get in his way.  

The story is framed with the experiences of fires.  It opens with Garrett helping a neighboring farm that 

is on fire.  Later in life, it is another fire that inspires Garrett’s most famous invention, the safety helmet.   

     Garrett Morgan was born in Claysville, Kentucky in 1877.  He was the seventh son of eleven children 

born to a family of sharecroppers.  The family never had much, so if the family needed something, 

Garrett would have to invent it.  Innovation became a way of life for him. 

     At the age of 14 he left the south where there were few prospects for African Americans.  He moved 

to Cincinnati, Ohio and took a job as a handy man for a wealthy landowner.  He saved the money he 

earned and hired a private tutor so he could continue to learn.  He later moved to Cleveland for a better 

paying job working in the clothing industry.  Here, he put his ingenuity to work repairing and changing 

sewing machines to make them work better and last longer.  Word of his skills got around and it was not 

long before he became the company’s first black machinist.  It was also here, that Garrett met a white 

seamstress named Mary Hasek.  Even though mixed relations were discouraged, Garrett found a way 

around everything.  In 1908 Garrett and Mary Hasek were married.  Garrett always lived by this motto:     

     

      “If a man puts something to block your way, 

     The first time you go around it. 

      The second time you go over it. 

       And the third time you go through it.” 

 

     When a building near where Garrett and Mary lived caught on fire, Garrett knew he had to invent 

something to help the fire fighters breath in smoke filled rooms.  He spent three years crafting his safety 

hood.  He traveled around the country demonstrating his safety hood.  People were amazed with how 

well it worked, but when they heard it was invented by an African American, they did not want to 



consider using it.  Following his motto:  Garrett did not let prejudice stop him.  He asked a white friend 

to pretend to be him.  Orders for his device flooded in.   

     The climax of the story comes near the end when a tunnel collapses trapping twenty men inside.  

Garrett rushes to help and the rescue tests both his invention and his courage. 

     This book has big compelling pictures that will move and engage the reader.  It is a powerful 

biography of a man who let nothing stand in the way of improving the lives of others. 

 


